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For most of human history, death was a common, ever-present possibility. It didnt matter whether you were
five or fifty - every day was a roll of the dice. But now, as medical advances push the boundaries of survival
further each year, we have become increasingly detached from the reality of being mortal. So here is a book
about the modern experience of mortality - about what it's like to get old and die, how medicine has changed

this and how it hasn't, where our ideas about death have gone wrong. With his trademark mix of
perceptiveness and sensitivity, Atul Gawande outlines a story that crosses the globe, as he examines his

experiences as a surgeon and those of his patients and family, and learns to accept the limits of what he can
do. Never before has aging been such an important topic. The systems that we have put in place to manage

our mortality are manifestly failing; but, as Gawande reveals, it doesn't have to be this way.

Read a quick 1Page Summary a Full Summary or watch video summaries curated by our expert team. But
overall they found living to be more emotionally satisfying and stable experience as time passed even as old
age narrowed the lives they led. Being Mortal is a meditation on how people can better live with agerelated

frailty serious illness and approaching.
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Atul Gawande Being Mortal Medicine and What Matters in the End Metropolitan Books 2014 15.60 Hbk
ISBN. Being Mortal is not an easy read but it is an important one. it provides a useful roadmap of what we
can and should be doing to make the last years of life meaningful. book by Atul Gawande. Trailer for

Frontlines Being Mortal. In 2014 Harvard surgeon and writer Atul Gawande published the bestseller Being

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Being Mortal


Mortal about modern medicine and. His books include Dying Well and The Best Care Possible. Browse The
Guardian Bookshop for a big selection of Science general issues books and the latest book reviews from The

Guardian an Buy Being Mortal 85828 by Atul Gawande for only 9.99. Being Mortal sheds light on
something that well all go through but is often overlooked. He suggests that medical care should focus on

wellbeing rather than survival.
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